Tutorial and Exercise Session

Installation
Recfast++
> make

(unless you do not have g++)

CosmoRec
• Need GSL (GNU Scientific Library)
• Optionally add GRACE Lib (for movie generation)
Steps:
- Set path to GSL lib properly in Makefile.in
- Set path to GRACE and activate in Makefile.in
> make

Some useful commands
Making and cleaning
> make
> make clean
> make tidy
Execute CosmoRec like
./CosmoRec runfiles/parameters.dat

(full computation)

Execute Recfast++ like using CosmoRec
./CosmoRec REC runfiles/parameters.dat

(equivalent to old recfast)

./CosmoRec RECcf runfiles/parameters.dat (recfast + correction function)

Execute Recfast++ itself
./Recfact++ runfiles/parameters.ini (with detailed settings explained)

Exercise 0: Checking Recfast++ out

Decaying particles should be good fun…

• Have a look at the Recfast++ parameter file and play around a bit plotting cases
(yes I am sure you can break Recfast++ ….)

Exercise 1: Correction relative to Recfast
CosmoRec vs Recfast++ (Recfast++ is reference)
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• Run Recfast++ in the original
Recfast mode and with the
correction function option
• Plot the free electron fraction
as a function of redshift
• Can you explain why
changes are so visible for
helium but for HI you need a
microscope?
• Compute the correction
function with respect to
Recfast (original version)
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Exercise 2: PMF heating effects

J. Chluba et al.

• Switch on turbulent decay
only and compute the result
for B0 = 3 nG and nB = -2.9
• Compare Xe to the standard
case
• Add ambipolar diffusion.
Where is it most relevant?
• Can you switch T=Te and
see what changes?

[hint: either hack the ODE setup by
hand or look at the setup in
main_Recfast++.cpp]

• Prepare a plot of Te(z) for the
considered cases. Are you
surprised?
• Switch off collisional
processes in
evalode.Recfast++.cpp What
happens to Xe and Te?
JC et al., 2015, arXiv:1503.04827

Exercise 3: Variation of fundamental constants
Variation of ↵EM and me
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• Consider a variation Δα/α ~
5% and switch on / off the
different physical effects. What
has the largest impact? Do
you understand why?
• Prepare a figure like to the left
but for me variation. What is
different from the α-case?
Ideas why?
• Also add time-dependent me
using the implemented powerlaw option. Compare to a
variation in α. Is this
expected? [hint: make sure not to
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Figure 2. Ionization histories for di↵erent values of ↵EM . The dominant effect is caused by modifications of the ionization threshold, which implies
that for increased ↵EM recombination finishes earlier. The curves were computed
usingHart
Recfast++.
Luke
& JC, ArXiv:1705.03925

do the power-law scaling for α and
me simultaneously…]
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• Change the electron temperature
equation to increase the Compton
cooling term. This can be done by
increasing the number of particles that
couple to electrons. How much do you
have to change to reduce the matter
temperature at z~17 by a factor of 2?
• Physically, another way to achieve this
is to decrease X at low redshifts. Play
with the standard fudge factor to do
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where xHi is the fraction of neutral hydrogen, Ωm and Ωb are the matter
and baryon densities, respectively, in units of the critical density for a
flat universe, h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s− 1 Mpc− 1,
TR is the temperature of the background radiation, usually assumed to
be from the background produced by the afterglow of the Big Bang,
TS is the 21-cm spin temperature that defines the relative population
of the hyperfine energy levels, and the factor of 0.023 K comes from

